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story + photography by janet gyenes

Finding la dolce vita through the  
backdoor of Italy’s seaside villages 

storied 
coast

t r a v e l t h e w o r l d

Views of Atrani, southern 
Italy’s smallest town, with 

its majolica-domed church
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M ore than half 
a dozen—and 
counting. It’s the 
number of modes 
of transportation 
my husband and I 
have taken in the 
past 48 hours. 

There was the herky-jerky 
Circumvesuviana train from Naples with a 
stop in Pompeii (see page 5) en route to 
Sorrento, where we boarded the bright 
blue Sita bus that hightailed the heart-in-
throat highway to Amalfi—our home base 
on the “divine coast.” And then catamaran 
to Capri, where we sardined ourselves 
into a piccolo rowboat while the oarsman 
pulled us into the otherworldly Blue Grotto 
before popping us out again like a cork 
and then decanting us onto a bigger boat. 
Then it was funicular–bus–chairlift. The 
latter hoisted us to Capri’s highest point, 
589-metre Monte Solaro, while a cortège 
of Japanese women drifted downward, 
shielding themselves with parasols from 
the late-September sun, shouting “Hello!” 
as they passed us, grinning giddily.

Now it was time to reset the pace with 
yet another form of transport—and get 
some terra firma under our feet. 

Amalfi is just one of 13 enchanting 
towns strewn along the Costiera 
Amalfitana—a World Heritage Site. Its boxy 
buildings cling to the cliffs like cards that 
were flung at the ridges and somehow 
stuck. All are roughly the same size, yet 
with infinite variety in their pastel hues, 
adornments and irregular angles. Twilight 
softens their edges into a cubist painting. 

It’s intoxicating. And we drink it all in. 
We sit in Amalfi’s pretty piazzas and sip 
limoncello made with Sfusato Amalfitano 
lemons and imagine this former maritime 
republic with 60,000 people (10 times 
today’s population) at its apogee—until 
November 25, 1343 when an earthquake 
and tsunami swept much of it into sea. 
We get lost in labyrinthine lanes and find 
trattorias where we devour scialatielli ai 
frutti di mare, a traditional Amalfi pasta. 
And we get up close to the Duomo du 
Sant’Andrea with its medieval bronze doors 
and Arab-influenced arches. Amalfi town is 
our living room. But it’s time to explore the 
backyard. 

We knew that mule trails crisscrossing 
the Dragone and Ferriere valleys would 
lead us to the mysterious Torre dello Ziro 
and the villages of Pontone and Ravello. 
Our guidebook warns against hiking 
from Amalfi to Ravello “unless you’re part 
mountain goat.” We don’t even have a 
map. But one night in the nearby village 
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Boats bobbing off 
Capri Island in the 

Bay of Naples.

Medieval Atrani hanging 
above the mouth of the Valle 

del Dragone. above Mule by 
Potone’s Basilica di Sant’ 

Eustachio. above left 
Napoletana pizza in Pontone.
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of Atrani we spot a ceramic arrow-shaped 
sign on a wall: Ravello. 

We come back at 7:45 a.m. to follow 
the sign into Atrani’s maze of covered 
alleyways. Our lofty plan: hike to Ravello, 
backtrack to Pontone and take the spur 
to Torre dello Ziro, before dropping down 
through the backside of Amalfi. 

Blind alleys and dead-ends at wooden 
doors with dogs barking behind them 
don’t deter us. Finally, we’re rewarded with 
another ceramic sign—and a cloudless 
sky. Now the cobblestone path lures us 
above terraced gardens of lemon trees 
braced by walnut poles and alongside 
spent tomato bushes and ramshackle 
buildings. Signs of civilization, like a 
ceramics factory, reassure us that we’re 
not lost in this paradise. But then we are. 

“Ravello?” I ask a woman standing 
at a Sita stop. “Il meccanico,” she says, 
pointing, and I catch the Italian word for 
stairs. “Grazie mille!” Sure enough, at the 
mechanic shop we see a sign for Pontone 
and a portico we walk under to a stone 
staircase—and another ceramic sign. Now 
in the shade of the woods the path climbs 
up, up, up and then we’re confronted 
with an impossibly steep flight of steps. 
Breathless and sweating, we slog to the 
top and find ourselves behind a church. At 
its front: Ravello. 

It took us about 90 minutes to reach 
the still slumbering village draped over a 
promontory 360-metres above the Gulf 
of Salerno. We sip espresso in the piazza 
and take in our exquisite surroundings. 
Recharged, we spend the next couple of 
hours strolling among palaces-turned-
hotels and peering into courtyards lined 
with orange and olive trees. We follow a 
ginger-coloured cat into a shady garden 
of pink oleander, majestic palms and the 
ultimate bird’s-eye view: the lush Lattari 
mountains and the village of Minori, a 
cluster of pearls cloaked in green velvet.

It’s hard to rip ourselves away, but 
now armed with a map from the visitors’ 
centre, we backtrack to the mechanic 
shop and walk up the road to Pontone, 
a lively hamlet of 1,200. In 20 minutes 
we’re standing in buzzing Piazza San 
Giovanni—a balcony overlooking the 
valley that Amalfi’s pinched within. A 
crowd has just settled in for lunch, so 
we make a mini pilgrimage to Pontone’s 
Basilica di Sant’Eustachio. We pass 
whitewashed houses, where we hear the 
singsong of Italian women gossiping, 
amble under a stone arch and up steps 
crossing sun-soaked vineyards. When we 

Hiking through the backside 
of Amalfi. below left Amalfi’s 

famed lemons. below right 
View of the Torre dello Ziro.
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scialatielli ai frutti di mare.
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arrive a trio of mules with metal buckets 
on their backs greet us solemnly. The 
Basilica di Sant’Eustachio, once the region’s 
richest church, is a roofless ruin with 
crumbling walls. We, too, feel shattered 
so we trade this slice of ancient Pontone 
for a napoletana pizza covered in salty 
anchovies, glasses of birra and our final 
destination, the Torre dello Ziro.

Ceramic signs point us down steps—at 
least for awhile—and then we wander 
through a forest of pines. The Torre dello 
Ziro is one of about 30 watchtowers strung 
along the Sorrentine Peninsula, built for 
spotting Saracen pirates. Locals, I had 
read, believe this tower was haunted. And 
for good reason. In the 16th century, the 
Duchess of Amalfi and her children were 
locked inside and later, murdered. Whether 
truth or tall tale, the tragedy inspired 
literary works, including John Webster’s 
macabre play, The Duchess of Malfi. 

We chat with two Australian women we 
meet on the trail, nodding at their advice 
to “keep left.” It’s unclear whether the 
dizzying glimpses of Atrani spilling into the 
sea or our poor Italian made us veer right 
at the “belvedere” signpost, but I start to 
worry that we’re lost in this forsaken place.

t r a v e l t h e w o r l d
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A variety of outstanding continuing education programs
are available for postgraduate dentists, dental hygienists, 
dental assistants and dental laboratory technicians.  

Hands-on competency based and lecture based specialized 
education & certification programs are available year round.

FEATURING:
▶   INTERNATIONAL IMPLANT SYMPOSIUM 
▶   NEUROMODULATORS  (Botulinum Toxin)
      Level 1 - Applied Anatomy Review & Intro to Botulinum Toxin Type A
      Level 2 - Cosmetic Treatment of the Upper Face and Bruxism
      Level 3 - Advance Neuromodulators - Mid-Face and Lower Face/Neck Regions
                       and Myofacial Pain and Dysfunction Treatment

▶   IV CONSCIOUS SEDATION CERTIFICATION PROGRAM  
▶   MINI-RESIDENCY IN AESTHETIC DENTISTRY

HAD A LOOK
LATELY?

Finally, the curtain of pines 
rips open onto a stone stage, 
the sun a klieg light illuminating 
the scene below: Atrani and 
Amalfi and their attendant 

attractions—bell towers, curved 
beaches flecked with umbrellas 

and ferries taking a constant cast 
of people to and fro. But the Torre 

dello Ziro has evaded us. It’s about 
50 metres below atop Monte Aureo, 
unaccessible from our aerie. When we 
retrace our steps we see the small arrow 
we missed and 10 minutes later we reach 
the apotheosis of our adventure. Staring 
up at the stone tower, any feelings of 
foreboding evaporate. Unable to go inside, 
we walk the centuries-old ramparts that 
frame modern mega yachts suspended 
on the azure sea and we can feel Amalfi’s 
magnetic pull. Sweaty, caked with dust 
and knees throbbing, we walk back and 
descend the 2,000 steps from Pontone 
into the backdoor of Amalfi. In our fervour 
to explore under our own speed, we had 
hiked 20 km on this gloriously impulsive 
day. No timetables, no tickets, just terra 
firma under our feet.  

For more info on hiking 
in Amalfi’s backyard go to 

amalfitouristoffice.it/en and 
click on the links, Seven Color 

Paths Around Amalfi. For more 
on the Amalfi Coast go to 

amalfiscoast.com.

if you go+

Walnut poles used 
in the lemon groves. 
below left Amalfi’s 
imposing cathedral. 
below right Ceramic 
signpost en route.




